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Bishop: A Great Little Saint: A Brief Look at the Life of Henry William B

A great little saint
A brief look at the life

of henry william bigler
M guy bishop
by great little persons I1 mean individuals whose lives
or actions have had important consequences
19891
jerome G manis 1989

early on the morning of 24 november 1900 an elderly man
died in st george utah he had never held high ecclesiastical
office within the latter day saint church of which he had been a
member for over sixty years he had never been elected to any
office nor did he achieve anything but passing regional or national
fame yet two days after his demise a leading salt lake city
newspaper the deseret evening news printed a large photograph
of henry william bigler and the accompanying obituary lauded
the old pioneer as one of the notable characters in the history of

western america 122
what fame bigler did achieve arrived late in life while a
younger man he was a rather invisible part of several events a part
that later earned him a place in western and mormon history As a
member of the mormon battalion during the mexican american
war 1846
47 he marched across much of what later became the
184617
Sut ters
southwestern united states he was present at sutters
lers mill in
california during january 1848 when james marshall made his
nation changing discovery of gold in the following years henry
played leading roles in activities which were more significant
bigler
biglerplayed
to his mormon culture he was among the first representatives of the
church to preach in the hawaiian islands and he faithfully served
as an ordinance worker at the st george temple from 1877 1900
of importance to historians henry bigler was a dedicated
diarist during the time he served with the mormon battalion and he
continued his diary entries for most of the rest of his life 3 during the
M
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last quarter of the nineteenth century when the existence of his
diaries became known within the professional historical community bigler gained a measure of national recognition the most
famous american historian of the age hubert howe bancroft
corresponded with henry bigler on a number of occasions and
seemingly put great stock in his record according to bancroft
clear headed methodical man who made keen
bigler was a cool clearheaded
observations and diligently chronicled many important happenings
4
history
in the american wests
bests
recently jerome G manis published an essay in biography
suggesting that the contributions of great little persons are often
Big
ignored by biographers 5 in biglers
lers case H H bancroft clearly
billers
recognized biglers
Big
lers accomplishments particularly within the
billers
scope of california history and while devotees of western and
mormon history can quickly recall henry bigler and the 1848 gold
discovery few would recognize how the life history of a peripheral
figure like bigler can enhance the story of nineteenth century
mormonism and of the american west
Big
lers life which he deby highlighting three periods of biglers
billers
tailed but which are generally lost in historical obscurity his early
church experiences two missions to hawaii and twenty three
years as an ordinance worker at the st george temple this article
seeks to elucidate the historical contribution of henry bigler and
knowns wait
serve as a reminder that the biographies of other lesser keowns
to be written
like many of the unsung heroes of the early mormon pageant
biglers
henry Big
lers most outstanding characteristic was his commitbillers
ment to the latter day saint cause time and again he answered the
call to serve his church often at great personal loss modem social
science explains Big
biglers
lers actions by positing that the day to day
billers
behavior of most people is dictated by attitudes or beliefs the
stronger the intention or belief the greater and more unshakable the
Big
commitment eric hoffer names those with biglers
lers characteristics
billers
a dedicated self sacrificing individual two
a true believer
recent observers of commitment have aptly labeled an individual
116
316
3566
a
partisan
true
believer
like hoffers
Hof
whether best designated a
coffers
fers
true believer or a partisan henry bigler and others of similar
mettle were vital to the churche
churchs beginnings
Big
lers early church
the logical place to begin is with biglers
billers
cormons
Mormons his
experiences As was the case for many other early mormons
was an experience marked by obstacles which he had to overcome
before he could accept the gospel in the fall of 1834 mormon
missionaries first came to harrison county western virginia
where the family of jacob bigler henrys father lived in the small
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nston jacobs spouse sarah cunningham
shinnston
community of Shin
bigler was converted to the new religion at that time however
her stepson henry could not believe joseph smith jr to be a man
of god 1 I disliked the name of their prophet bigler recalled
because there was a man living in our neighborhood whose given
name was jo who was forever picking quarrels and wanting to
fight somebody 7
Big
while biglers
lers reason for immediately discounting mormonbillers
ism was a bit unique an instant prejudice against the religion was
not unusual leonard E harrington a new yorker who encoun
cered
tered mormonism
Monnon ism some five years after bigler observed that it was
the doctrine which initially tempered his interest 1 I was prejudiced
against it harrington wrote and it was sometime before 1I could
sufficiently dispossess my mind of preconceived opinions to give
the subject a fair investigation 8 henry bigler would take three
years before he could accept the fact that someone named jo
could be a prophet of god
since his wife had embraced the latter day saint gospel
jacob bigler soon became interested enough to send to church
headquarters at kirtland ohio for a copy of the book of mormon
after reading some of it he declared to his children that no man of
himself ever made the book following her father polly bigler
mormon and also became convinced of its
read the book of monnon
truthfulness she urged her brother henry to study the book soon
he also believed it and obeyed the gospel seeking baptism at the
hand of elder jesse turpin in july 1837 before the end of the
summer the entire jacob bigler family had accepted the message of
the book of mormon 9
having joined an evangelic denomination twenty two year
old henry bigler made his first attempt at spreading the gospel
soon after I1 joined the church he wrote 1 I went to see my
grandfather harvey to have a talk and try to have him to go and hear
the elders preach but basil harvey who was himself an itinerant
preacher wanted nothing to do with the religion perhaps hoping to
deflect the embarrassment of having had several of his grandchildren cast their religious hopes with the supposedly heretical mor
mons harvey told young bigler that none of this would have
happened if his daughter and henrys mother elizabeth harvey
was still alive a clear indication that he held sarah bigler responsible for the fam
familys
ilys conversion to mormonism 10
in 1838 henry bigler and other members of his family heeded
joseph smiths call to gather to the latter day saint communities
in western missouri at far west he was ordained to the office of
an elder the biglers
billers arrived in missouri just in time to be driven out
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along with their fellow believers by spring 1839 following their
forced relocation to western illinois henry bigler was set apart as
a seventy by apostles brigham young and heber C kimball and
was sent forth to preach he and several others went to proselyte in
the ohio western virginia area
his experiences shed light on early mormon missionary
activities and perhaps more importantly upon the development of
a young mormon from an inexperienced novice preacher into a
skilled orator and defender of the faith As elder bigler journeyed
eastward with his companion an equally green young man named
amos lyon the two had their first opportunity to preach since
cormons made a poor
neither had ever spoken in public before the mormons
showing in henry Big
biglers
lers words at the close of the meeting we
billers
were advised by those who heard them to leave off preaching and
go home for we were more fit to drive oxen their preaching ability
must have improved for bigler proudly noted the baptism of a man
and his wife later that fall 12
early in 1840 henry bigler lost his missionary companion to
marriage but he continued with his missionary work alone he
baptized a few and in a demonstration of his increasing self
confidence even got into a debate with a baptist clergyman using
a local colloquialism bigler observed that it seemed as if his rival
in other words bigler felt
came out of the little end of the horn
that he had come off the better man in the contest 13
44 the primary purbigler served another mission in 1843
184314
pose of this call was to rebut john C bennetts lies bennett once
a close confidante of joseph smith had fallen from grace due to his
philandering and had subsequently published a virulent attack on
the mormon prophet for this mission henry bigler was once again
sent to the area where he had spent his youth western virginia if
Big
biglers
lers experiences were common early mormon missionaries
billers
often labored in familiar areas As he traveled eastward across
indiana henry bigler was joined by elder alpheus harmon the
two men continued on into ohio without finding any success in their
wiscour
preaching winter was upon them now and the cold and discour
aged elder harmon announced that he had decided to return to
nauvoo henry bigler determined to continue alone to virginia in
this instance Big
biglers
lers firmness in staying with his assignment may
billers
have saved his life alpheus harmon froze to death while crossing
the bleak prairie on his return trip to illinois 14
later in the northwestern ohio community of lima an
exhausted henry bigler called at a respectable looking house
seeking lodging for the night the inhabitant reluctantly consented
monnon preacher stay he invited bigler to talk religion
to let the mormon
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but it soon became clear that his host only hoped to use up mormonism in less than no time much to the hosts surprise however he
found that elder bigler could not be swayed in his beliefs 15
in july 1844 at ripley the seat of jackson county virginia
bigler learned of the martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith 1 I was
in virginia he recalled and here it was that 1I heard of the death
of the prophet and patriarch his immediate response was anger
1 I felt mad and could have fought like a tiger he wrote then after
calming down bigler felt like weeping and was overcome by a
feeling of loneliness the missionaries were soon advised to stop
preaching unless invited to do so and return home 16
in late 1845 the nauvoo temple neared completion and soon
the latter day saints began to participate in the sacred endowment
ceremony an ordinance which joseph smith taught was crucial to
their quest for postmortal glory henry bigler received his endow
ment on 31 december 1845 17 not many weeks later mob pressure
forced the saints to abandon nauvoo
henry Big
lers activities of the next two years 1846 48
biglers
billers
eventually brought recognition following the saints exodus from
nauvoo he joined with some five hundred other latter day saint
men to form the mormon battalion marching from fort leavenworth kansas to the pacific shores I18I1 this trek and the succeeding
months when bigler worked in northern california for johann
augustus sutter
sutler earned him a place in recorded history of the several
Sut ters
laborers employed at johann sutters
lers sawmill at the moment james
W marshall found gold only henry bigler made a contemporary
written record of the find this day some kind of mettle was found
that looks like goald sic he wrote years later biglers
tali
tail race thatlooks
in thetailrace
Big
the taii
tailrace
lers
billers
diary entry would be used to accurately date the gold discovery 19
in the decade following his mormon battalion and gold
discovery experiences bigler was twice drawn a great distance
from his utah home in missionary service for his church while
laboring in northern california as a gold seeking missionary during
the summer of 1850 henry bigler along with nine of his associates was called by apostle charles C rich to serve a mission in
the sandwich islands 20
bigler was initially assigned to preach on the island of
maul
maui
ofmani
ofmaui
with george Q cannon and james keeler during the months spent
with these brethren bigler developed a lasting relationship with
cannon even after george cannon became a general authority of
the church he and henry bigler apparently maintained a rather
Big
close friendship until biglers
lers death at lahaina maui bigler
billers
cannon and keeler immediately sought an opportunity to share the
1

gospel after securing permission from the protestant
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townshend elijah taylor to use his pulpit at the seamans chapel
the missionaries prepared to deliver their message since thirty
five year old henry bigler was the oldest of the three and probably
had the most missionary experience he was chosen to speak either
out of humility forgetfulness or insecurity bigler never recorded
the subject of this sermon a rare oversight for such a conscientious
diarist but james keeler wrote in his diary that br B got up and
told them that he would read a chapter in the acts of the apostles
and then spoke on the first principals off sic the gospel off christ 21
cormons
bigler experienced the strong opposition that the mormons
faced from the more established protestant and catholic clerics in
march 1851 he wrote of a confrontation with the reverend daniel
wailuku maui in a sunday sermon which the latter
toll conde at Wailuku
day saint elders attended conde vigorously denounced the mor
mons according to george cannon he accused joseph smith of
being a notoriously bad character who pretended to see angels
22
lived with many wives and was a very wicked man 1122
over a year later on the island of oahu
bahu henry bigler had a
similar encounter with the foes of mormonism at the village of
waialua on the northwest side of the island he and elder william
farrer
fairer
falter faced the combined efforts of a protestant missionary and a
catholic priest the protestant rev john S emerson accused
bigler of teaching a distorted doctrine of the bible and being from
the devil later emerson attacked henry bigler and his religion on
the plural marriage issue writing in his report for 1853 the
protestant clergyman noted confrontations with two mormon
priests over this issue
enquired
in respect to their doctrines whether they believed in
young had not more
ac & whether their prophet brigham younghadnotmore
polygamy &c
than one wife they denied that polygamy was an article of their
creed & also any knowledge of brigham youngs having more than
one month later one of the same men bigler called on
one wife
I1 again put the question if
me with a new comer to the latter
they did not believe in polygamy & practice it to which he said yes
13
with great
greatearnestness
earnestness sic 23
greateamestness
1I

now feeling that he had the upper hand rev emerson turned on
henry bigler reminding him that bigler had only recently denied
mormon polygamy retaining his composure bigler replied 0
this is a new revelation I1 did not know it before 24
while never a practitioner of plural marriage henry bigler
was a staunch defender of the principle not one to mention his
Big
intimate life even to the privacy of his diary biglers
lers reluctance to
billers
take additional wives remains a mystery yet his commitment to his
religion would seem to have made him a prime candidate perhaps
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his advanced age forty years old at the time of his first marriage
was the reason he did not take additional wives or perhaps economic factors or more likely a personal hesitation to pursue
additional wives kept him from practicing polygamy at one point
he even refused to have deceased women sealed to him vicariously
bigler preferred to let relatives like his sister emmeline hess
cousin bathsheba bigler smith or father in law moses simpson
emett engage in the principle of plurality perhaps he found solace
in brigham youngs 1871 proclamation stating a man may embrace plural marriage in his heart & not take the second wife &
be justified before the lord 25 whatever the case henry bigler
lived and died a monogamist
in july 1854 bigler and those that had come to hawaii with
him four years earlier were released from their missions and sent
home during their tenure in the sandwich islands almost three
Hawaii ans had accepted their message As henry bigler
thousand hawaiians
watched honolulu disappear beyond the horizon he may have
recalled an observation made in his diary a few months earlier
when we landed here in 1850 we were ignorant of the language
but now we are surrounded by thousands
and among strangers
who seem to love us and are saints 26
back in utah by 1855 henry bigler finally married and began
life as a family man and fanner
farmer henry and cynthia jane whipple
bigler took up residence in farmington utah where he share
cropped some land owned by alien
ailen burk on 4 october 1856 their
allen
17
first child was bom a daughter named elizabeth jane 27
but just as henry bigler began to enjoy the roles of husband
and father his church called once again on 28 february 1857 as he
traveled from farmington toward salt lake city bigler chanced
upon brigham young along the road the church president halted
his carriage next to bigler and told him to prepare for another
mission to the sandwich islands young also requested that bigler
stop by his office in salt lake city and leave the names of all others
whom bigler knew spoke hawaiian this informal call not only
demonstrated president youngs confidence in henry bigler but
also may offer a view of how casually at least some mission calls
21
were issued in the mid nineteenth century 28
the sorrow henry bigler felt as he left his wife and young
family to once again preach the gospel was great acknowledging
to the privacy of his diary that this would be a hard trial he was still
willing to do anything the lord required
however great the
cross mite sic be the ocean voyage to honolulu was anything
but pleasant for henry bigler the missionaries traveled at the
steerage fare which required them to sleep in the ships hold and
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Big
spend their days on deck the elements reaped havoc with biglers
lers
billers
physical condition causing him to suffer horrendously of his
situation bigler wrote it is cold and disagreeable on deck and even
in bed all night my legs are cold not having anything to cover
As a consequence of an infection brought
myself with except my coat asa
on by such exposure he was left permanently deaf in one ear 29
when the new elders arrived in september 1857 the current
mission president silas smith decided to return home with several
other missionaries whether the incoming missionaries had carried
directions from brigham young to that effect or not remains
held
heid just
unclear but at a conference of the sandwich islands elders heldjust
before the departure of smith and the others bigler was nominated
10
why this approtern mission president 30
protem
and sustained as the propern
pointment was handled as a temporary one is also unknown
perhaps silas smith assumed he was released without specific
instructions to that end from church authorities
biglers
although not a reflection upon Big
biglers
lers efforts Big
lers
billers
billers
presidency must stand as a period of disappointment in the history
of the church in hawaii by july 1855 less than one year after his
first mission to the islands had ended the ranks of the church had
swelled to 4650 but during the next year the churchs
churche population
began to shrink noticeably A similar decline was also apparent
among the protestant congregations and seems to indicate a general
31
values
Hawaii
the
ans
hawaiians
by
rejection of anglo christian
in order to counter this trend among the native saints bigler
sought to institute a reformation similar to the one occurring almost
simultaneously in utah church members were encouraged to
reaffirm their commitment confess their sins be re baptized and
strive to live more fully gods laws 32 the need of such a revitalBig
ization was pointed out in henry biglers
lers diary he sadly noted a
billers
bahu which was attended by
sunday meeting he conducted on oahu
fifteen or sixteen people in 1854 he had preached to the same
congregation it had had over sixty members in good standing but
now all had dwindled away and withered up the enthusiasm for
the church was at such a low ebb that on one occasion elder bigler
felt as if he were preaching to the walls 33
As the utah war created fear and the tension in the capital of
mormonism the latter day saint efforts in hawaii ceased temporarily in november 1857 a letter arrived from brigham young
directing all of the elders with one or two exceptions to return to
utah ironically as the elders were about to abandon the sandwich
islands the reformation which henry had labored so hard to
promote began to bear fruit on 7 january 1858 he attended a
meeting in which many of the members were melted down like
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children as they felt the weight of their sins twenty two of the
31
native saints were re baptized that day 34
Big
henry biglers
lers experiences from his two hawaiian missions
billers
provide a great deal of insight into the mid nineteenth century
church in the sandwich islands the difficulty of opening a foreign
mission learning the language and establishing a church are well
demonstrated during his first hawaiian labors the ordeal of trying
to sustain the saints nascent faith marked his second mission
on 5 november 1874 personal tragedy invaded henry
Big
biglers
lers quiet peaceful life in farmington utah when his wife of
billers
nineteen years died cynthia jane bigler was only thirty nine years
old at her death bigler now faced a crisis like none he had known
before he became a single parent who was rather unprepared to
deal with the grief of his children let alone his own sadness his
confused nine year old son jacob would follow him in and out
of the house wherever he went finally bigler had to send three of
his boys aged nine twelve and fifteen years to stay temporarily
15
with friends and relatives 35
Big
biglers
lers diary entries during this phase of his life poignantly
billers
reveal a very sad lonely man wrestling with lifes challenges two
days after cynthia janes death he wrote this has been to me a
lonely day 1I shall not attempt to describe my feelings on the day
of her burial he lamented the sorrow of his son charles writing
my poor boy how my heart ached for him while alone churning
butter a few days later henry bigler felt that my wife was not dead
but was in the other room and would soon be in to look after the
churning and take out the butter 36 his is a story not only of the
american west and the nineteenth century church but also of
family life on the american frontier
on a sunday evening in november 1875 just five days short
of the anniversary of his wifes
cifes death a messenger arrived at the
bigler home in farmington with a letter from brigham young
henry bigler had been called to salt lake city to work in the
17
endowment house 37
he was a sixty year old widower with three
dependent sons still at home yet by the end of the year he had
commenced to labor in the holy ordinances of the endowment
his work at the endowment house continued until 30 october
1876 at which time brigham young stopped the ordinance work
there saying if the people wish to receive their endowments and
dealings they must go to saint george and receive them in a
sealings
temple 38 consequently henry bigler moved south
at st george bigler served as an ordinance worker in the
endowment ceremony took a second wife eleanor parthenia
emett and reared another family 3931 his years at the st george
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temple offer a perspective from the eyes of a lay member involved
with this most sacred of latter day saint activities the pride that
40
most of
clear
is
in
very
took
their
callings
he and his co
coworkers
workers

these temple workers were in their later years and all had proven
themselves as valiant supporters of the kingdom of god during
earlier stages of their lives interestingly several of the male temple
workers such as bigler and john S woodbury had served as
missionaries to hawaii by the late 1870s george Q cannon
time hawaiian missionary was in the churchs
churche first
another one
onetime
presidency and he may have had some influence on these older
brethren receiving the opportunity to spend their declining years in
the warmth of southern utah while still laboring for zions cause
henry bigler maintained correspondence with cannon
throughout these years 41 and there is no reason to assume that others
of his former mission colleagues did not do the same since being
a temple worker provided a small monthly stipend assignment to
st george may well have been a latter day saint version of old age
compensation for those who had given up much in the service of the
church when they were younger at least such a hypothesis could
clearly be applied to henry bigler 42
if as jerome G manis has suggested the life histories of the
less eminent can be successfully employed to provide more
comprehensive truths and richer understanding of history than can
be garnered solely from the lives of the powerful rich or famous 43
then henry william bigler stands as a verification of such a thesis 44
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selective covering only a small portion odthe
of the rich information contained therein and his frequent attempts
ofthe
eclipses in the text have seemingly shortchanged
to correct Big
shortchanger
biglers
lers quaint grammar along with numerous elipses
billers
1

this historic chronology
in 1847 and 1848 the
biglers
for Big
lers account of the gold discovery see diary of H W biglerm
bigler
billers
overlandmonthly
overland monthly X july december 1887233
1887 233 45 and gudde bigler s chronicle odthe
of the west 87 93
ofthe
osee
see M guy bishop henry william bigler mormon missionary to the sandwich islands
during the 1850s the hawaiian journal ofhistory
of history 20 1986 123 24
see james keeler journal 22 december 1850 ADHD and george Q cannon journal 22
december 1850 ADHD
george Q cannon my first mission salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1879 30

keeler journal 31 march 1851
Wai
alua station report 1853 hawaiian mission childrens society library honolulu
waialua
henry william bigler diary book B 24 january 1853 huntington library
see bigler diary 20 november 1877 and 12 december 1893 huntington library wilford
wlford
wiford
journal 833 1898 typescript 9 vols ed scottg
woodruffsjournal833
scotta kenney midvale utah signature books
woodruffe
woodruffs
1983 85 731 italics added according to lowell ben benmon
bennion most mormon polygamists took a
second wife after they had turned thirty five or forty years of age the incidence of mormon
polygamy in 1880 dixieversus
davis stake journal ofmormon
1984 29 larrylogue
versusdavis
dixie versus
of mormon history 11 198429
larry logue
finds the mean wealth of a polygamist in 1870 st george utah at 2590 A sermon in the desert 55
henry Big
biglers
lers relative wealth between 1850 and 1870 never exceeded 1300 see J R kearl clayne L
billers
pope and larry T wimmer comps index to the 1850 1860 and 1870 censuses of utah heads of
households baltimore genealogical publishing co 1981 311
16
bigler diary book B 20 february 1854
bigler LDS journal 4 october 1857 222
bigler LDS journal 28 february 1857 223
bigler diary book G 26 august 1 september 1857 huntington library
bigler diary book G 4 october 1857
see gavan daws the decline of puritanism at honolulu in the nineteenth century
hawaiian journal ofhistory
of history 1I 1967 34
bigler book G 4 october 1857 on the mormon reformation in utah see paul H peterson
1981
the mormon reformation ph D diss brigham young university 1981
bigler book G I111I1 october 1857 apostasy was widespread among the hawaiian saints at this
time and bigler hoped to stem the tide of internal unrest with this local reformation
34
bigler book G 7 january 1858 R lanier
lamer britsch has suggested that as the last mission
president prior to the 1858 temporary abandonment of LDS hawaiian mission bigler failed to take the
necessary steps among local saints to insure the perpetuation of Mormonism during the interim until 1864
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mormons in the pacific series
moramona
cormons in hawaii cormons
Mo
when more elders arrived see his moratona
ramona the mormons
19891 50
laie hawaii the institute for polynesian studies 1989
3113
3513
bigler
1874273 74
igler LDS journal 15 november 187427374
see bigler autobiographyjoumal
31see
Autobiography Journal 274 76
autobiographyjournal

Autobiography Journal 14 november 1875 276 salt lake citys
autobiographyjournal
cites endowment
house had opened in 1855 its purpose was to house the performance of the sacred endowment
ceremony until a temple could be completed in the utah territory see david john buerger the
duio
duro
eme
development odthe
ofthe
of the mormon temple endowment ceremony dialogue
Daro gue
gMe A journal ofmormon
of mormon thought
20 winter 1987 49
see bigler autobiographyjournal
Autobiography Journal 29 november or december 1875 276 30 october
1876277
see bigler Autobiography
nme
oid
31see
ame year old
autobiographyjournal
autobiographyjoumal
sce
Journal 6 march 1878 bigler married twenty nine
ernett on 6 march 1878 they had six children giving henry bigler a total of eleven offspring
eleanor emett
family group records in possession of the author
osee
see bigler diaries 1877 1900 passim huntington library
see bigler diaries
1877 1900 and bigler letter copybook huntington library
dianes 18771900
42
george tempie
at the st georgetemple
listedthe
worker
listed
the monthly stipends paidto
temple in 1886
paid to each workeratthe
henry bigler list
edthe
workeratthe
208 33 david H cannon a
for example john D T mcallister the temple president received 20833
125 00 and henry bigler was alloted 6250
62
62.50
50 see bigler
counsellor in the temple presidency received 12500
6250
journal c 1883 95 huntington library
43
manis great little persons 21
mormon diaries & autobiographies 1977 arother
or
other
of davis Bit
A quick perusal ofdavis
orother
tomormondiaries
bittons
tons guide to
bittens

bigler
igler

3113
3713
3113igler

similar compilations will demonstrate that the source material does exist to undertake many biographical
cormons may there be more of these life histories of the great little persons
studies of lesser known mormons
of the mormon past written
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